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of Organizations Exchange 
Sensitive Content With 
1,000+ Third Parties

39%
of Organizations Indicated 

They Are Unable to Track and 
Control Access to <50% of 

Sensitive Content

77%

51%

47%

The APAC region has the greatest 
third-party risk exposure, with 77% 
exchanging sensitive content with 
1,000+ third parties

Professional services exchange sensitive 
content with more third parties than any 
other industry sector (51% share or send 
content with 2,500+ third parties)

Higher education has the second-highest 
industry risk exposure, with 47% sharing
and sending sensitive content with 2,500
third parties

The EMEA region has the largest challenge
with 45% indicating they lose the ability to
control and track <50% of sensitive
content once it leaves their domain

69% of higher education entities are unable
to track and control <50% of sensitive
content once it leaves their domain

Local governments have the second-highest
industry risk, with 54% admitting they lose
tracking and control of sensitive data when it
leaves their organizations

How Kiteworks Enables
Third-party Risk Management 

The Kiteworks Private 
Content Network (PCN) 
consolidates and 
secures all third-party 
communication 
channels, including 
email, SFTP, file sharing 
and collaboration, 
managed file transfer, 
and web forms

Employs real-time 
monitoring to analyze 
sensitive content 
entering and leaving 
an organization

Allows organizations to 
set granular, scalable 
attribution-based 
content controls while 
using enterprise-grade 
encryption in transit 
and at rest

Integrates with existing 
advanced security 
infrastructure, 
including DLP, ATP, 
SIEM, CDR, and others

Uses single-tenant 
hosting, including 
FedRAMP deployment 
options, for regulatory 
compliance and 
complete control over 
server environment
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